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121 st Production Sale

SELLING 410 REGISTERED ANGUS BULLS & 220 FEMALES

Kelly & Martie Schaff            St. Anthony, ND • 701-445-7465
www.schaffangusvalley.com • kelly@schaffangusvalley.com

The SAV America 8018

SAV Magnum 1335

SAV Magnify 1107

SAV Certified 0849

SAV Jesse James 0968

SAV Rainfall 6846

S Architect 9501

Millars Duke 816SAV Erica 7512

A real stock bull with muscle, capacity and soundness in high 
performance fashion. He is the featured lot 1 bull from the 2022 
SAV Sale from the predictable mating of America x SAV 
Madame Pride 3145. This sale features his phenomenal first 
calfcrop and multiple siblings.

Sires represented include America, Anthem, Glory Days, Magnum, Magnify, Panther, Bloodline, 
Downpour, Rainfall, Renovation, Jesse James, Territory, Duke, Architect, Colossal, Scale Crusher, 

Certified, Ease, Encore, Early Arrival, Checkmate, Charlo, Cattlemaster, Grand Canyon, Growth Fund, 
Benchmark, Double Wide, Density and more.

✓ Volume selection  ✓ Free delivery  ✓ Affordable to the cowman

He sells! SAV Amplify 3219 presents a combination of phenotypic power, performance 
and maternal attributes to amplify a program and be a major breeding force. This 
America son from a productive dam by Resource and Pathfinder grandam by Providence 
records a 205-day weight of 972 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 111. A full sister is the top 
performing female of the entire 2021 calfcrop and serves in the SAV embryo program.

The lead-off lot 1 bull from the 2021 SAV Sale by America x 
SAV Madame Pride 3145, representing all the qualities we look 
for in an ideal breeding bull. 40 outstanding progeny as well as 
twelve full and maternal siblings are featured.

SAV Amplify 3219
BW 90 • 205 WT. 972

Follow us on InstagramFollow us on InstagramFollow us on Instagram
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SAV Emblynette 8038 SAV Emblynette 9030 SAV Emblynette 9813

SAV Bloodline 9578

SAV Rise N Shine 2709 SAV Royal Flush 2735

This elite Pathfinder records a weaning ratio of 107 of 
4 calves. She is maternal supreme with exceptional 
femininity, fertility and udder quality. She is a daughter 
of the Pathfinder SAV Emblynette 2369 and is a flush 
sister to the $175,000 SAV Emblem 8074. Her son by 
Certified sells!

The lead-off lot 1 and $250,000 top-selling bull from the 2023 SAV Sale to 
Southern Cattle Company, sired by Renovation from the cornerstone Pathfinder 
SAV Emblynette 2369. He brings herdbull presence and phenotypic power to a 
cow family noted for longevity, fertility and maternal productivity. 21 full and 
maternal siblings will highlight the 2024 SAV Sale.

SAV Royal Flush 2735 was selected by Genex AI Stud and partners as a 
$160,000 top-selling feature of the 2023 SAV Sale from the landmark flush by 
Renovation x SAV Emblynette 2369 that included the top-selling bull, SAV Rise N 
Shine 2709, as well as the top-selling females. 21 full and maternal siblings sell.

This beautifully-designed Rainfall daughter out of the 
cornerstone Pathfinder SAV Emblynette 2369 is a 
flush sister to the $250,000 SAV Bloodline 9578. She 
serves in the SAV embryo program and raised the 
heaviest weaning heifer of the 2022 calfcrop. Her 
progeny by Duke and Growth Fund sell!

This exceptional new generation SAV donor is a 
daughter of the cornerstone Pathfinder SAV 
Emblynette 2369 and sired by the $800,000 SAV 
Elation 7899. She is a favorite amongst the 2019 
model cows. Four progeny by Architect and Panther 
sell!

A cornerstone Pathfinder and breed icon with unmatched phenotype, performance and prolific production. 
This multi-trait leader has 50 direct daughters employed in the SAV herd. She ranks among the three top 
income-producing cows in SAV history with 119 progeny highlighting past SAV sales, including Bloodline, Rise 
N Shine, Royal Flush, Emblem, Ajax and more. She records a weaning ratio of 103 on 8 calves and an 
astonishing IMF ratio of 121 on 118 progeny scanned. 21 progeny sell!

2369SAV Emblynette

Her son

The $250,000 lead-off and top-selling bull from the 
2020 SAV Sale. His progeny sell!

21 direct progeny sell in 
this event by Magnum, 
Panther, Architect, Colossal, 
Renovation, Density and Scale 
Crusher – an unprecedented 
offering and highlight of the 
entire sale season!
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SAV Dynasty 3220
BW 77 • 205 WT. 969

SAV Emblynette 6506

SAV Emblynette 1167

SAV Emblynette 0669 SAV Emblynette 0293

This exceptional producer by Renown x Net Worth is 
the dam of the $60,000 SAV Checkmate 8158 at 
Genex and is a maternal sister to SAV Emblynette 
2369. Her son by Jesse James and influence is 
featured.

The 2-year old dam of SAV Dynasty 3220 recording a 
progeny weaning ratio of 111. She is sired by 
Downpour from the cornerstone Pathfinder SAV 
Emblynette 2369.

This new generation SAV embryo donor by America 
from SAV Emblynette 6506 is a maternal sister to the 
$60,000 SAV Checkmate 8158 at Genex. Her sons 
and maternal siblings sell.

This proven calving-ease specialist at Genex AI Stud presents thickness, 
muscle, capacity and superior structure with authentic Angus type. His pedigree 
reads Charlo x Renown x Net Worth, descending from four generations of elite 
Pathfinders. His progeny and maternal brother sell!

He sells! This performance headliner by Glory Days earned a 205-day weight of 
973 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 111. He will sire the pounds that pay the bills. His 
Sensation x Recharge x Net Worth dam comes from a long line of Emblynette 
Pathfinders.

This beautiful maternal matron by Downpour from 
SAV Emblynette 6506 is a maternal sister to the 
$60,000 SAV Checkmate 8158 at Genex. Her son by 
Magnum and maternal brother by Jesse James sells.

He sells! SAV Dynasty 3220 is a milestone breeding achievement and new generation outcross with a perfect 
blend of calving-ease, phenotype, performance and cow family strength for generations. He is sired by the 
popular calving-ease outcross sire, Duke, from a tremendous 2-year old dam by Downpour. His Pathfinder 
grandam, SAV Emblynette 2369, is a breed icon and multi-trait leader with 50 daughters retained in the SAV 
herd and 119 progeny highlighting past SAV sales. Dynasty earned a 205-day weight of 969 lbs. for a weaning 
ratio of 111 and promises to be a major highlight of the 2024 sale season.

SAV Glorify 3190
BW 82 • 205 WT. 973

SAV Checkmate 8158
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SAV Emblynette 2663 SAV Emblynette 7333 SAV Emblynette 9149

SAV Glory Be 3082
BW 83 • 205 WT. 981

SAV Emblynette 8242

A proven Pathfinder by Rito 9969 from SAV 
Emblynette 3301, the model cow for the Angus breed. 
She records a weaning ratio of 106 on 8 calves and 
produced the heaviest 205-day weight female of the 
2021 calfcrop. Five progeny by Anthem and 
Cattlemaster sell.

The $230,000 featured lot 1 bull from the 2018 SAV 
Sale. His progeny and influence are featured.

A model Angus cow by Resource with massive dimension and ideal body type – 
the kind you want to fill your pastures. Her Harvestor dam serves in the SAV 
embryo program and has qualified as a fourth consecutive generation Pathfinder. 
Her Pathfinder grandam by Traveler 004 has served the SAV program for 16+ 
years. Her son by Duke sells.

He sells! This Glory Days x SAV Emblynette 9149 presents length, volume, 
muscle and big-time performance. He earned a 205-day weight of 981 lbs. for a 
weaning ratio of 112. He will add pounds and profit to every calf he sires.

This fourth generation SAV embryo donor by 
Resource is the #1 IMF female of her calfcrop and 
records a weaning ratio of 106 on 5 calves, following 
tradition of her Pathfinder dam by Right Time. Her 
son by Glory Days sells!

This Elation x Resource x Bismarck daughter stacks 
maternal excellence on both sides of her pedigree. 
Her son by Glory Days will be a sale day favorite and 
posts a 205-day weight of 981 lbs. for a weaning ratio 
of 112.

This fifth generation SAV embryo donor and herd favorite is universally known as Density’s all-time greatest 
daughter and dam of the $230,000 SAV Territory 7225 at ST Genetics AI Stud. She was selected by KT Ranches 
as the $60,000 lead-off and top-selling cow from the 2023 SAV Sale. She has assembled a mile-long resume 
with 36 progeny highlighting past SAV sales and eight daughters working in the SAV herd. Her progeny and vast 
influence will highlight the 2024 SAV Sale.

3293SAV Emblynette

SAV Territory 7225

Her son

3293SAV Emblynette
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SAV Muscleman 3244
BW 72 • 205 WT. 922

SAV Magnum 1335

A fabulous fifth generation SAV headliner donor with 
a pristine pedigree that reads Renown x Bismarck x 
Net Worth x EXT. She is the dam of SAV Blueprint 
2933 featured at ZWT. Six maternal siblings sell!

This prolific 14-year old herd icon by Bismarck is a 
trait-leader for low birth and high milk. She records 
a weaning ratio of 105 on 9 calves and has multiple 
herdsire sons to her credit. Six progeny by Glory 
Days and Scale Crusher sell!

The $345,000 lead-off bull of the 2022 SAV Sale where he was the heaviest 
yearling weight bull of his calfcrop and scanned a 365-day ribeye of 19.0 inches. 
This new generation outcross presents herd-improving data in every category 
with major breed impact potential. His first 45 progeny and two maternal 
brothers will highlight this event!

He sells! This Magnum x SAV Queen 9311 is extra thick, stout and loaded with 
muscle from front to back. His masculinity and maturity pattern have made him 
an early favorite. His President x Resource x Bismarck dam is moderate-framed 
and perfect-uddered, recording a weaning ratio of 104 on 3 calves.

This beautiful Brand Name donor records a weaning ratio 
of 103 on 9 calves and comes from five consecutive 
generations of Pathfinder dams. Her son by Glory Days is 
featured.

Dam of the $345,000 SAV Magnum 1335 at ST 
Genetics. She records a weaning ratio of 108 on 2 
calves. Two sons and ten maternal siblings sell!

This remarkable Renown x Net Worth matron comes from three consecutive generations of Emblynette 
Pathfinders. She is an absolute powerhouse and front-pasture favorite with the phenotypic properties and 
production record to run with the best in the breed. She records a weaning ratio of 107 on 3 calves, an IMF ratio 
of 115 on 4 calves and a +35 milk EPD. Her first progeny have been top-sellers of past SAV sales and a 
daughter produced the $345,000 SAV Magnum 1335 at ST Genetics. Ten progeny by Anthem, Glory Days and 
Scale Crusher sell!

7505SAV Emblynette

SAV Emblynette 0084 SAV Emblynette 5377 SAV Emblynette 3520

SAV Emblynette 9023
Her daughter

7505SAV Emblynette
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SAV Madame Pride 9962 SAV Madame Pride 8086 SAV Madame Pride 0224

SAV Glory Days 1832

SAV Anthem 0042

A futuristic producer by President from the elite 
Pathfinder, SAV Madame Pride 3145. She is the dam 
of the $70,000 SAV Credential 2223 at Sanford 
Ranches and Select Sires Argentina. Another son is 
featured at Semex AI Stud.

This 2-year old 3145 x Territory daughter has earned 
a fast pass to the SAV donor program. Her son by 
Duke is featured.

Her daughter

The $225,000 lead-off lot 1 bull from the 2021 SAV Sale to Voss Angus. This 
America son out of the herd favorite Pathfinder SAV Madame Pride 3145 
represents all the qualities we look for in an ideal breeding bull and stamps his 
progeny with superior quality and consistency. 40 progeny as well as 12 full and 
maternal siblings are featured!

A stockman’s bull with massive dimension, muscle, capacity, push-button 
performance and solid feet. He comes from the predictable mating of America to 
the proven Pathfinder, SAV Madame Pride 3145 and was selected by Vermillion 
Ranches as the $82,500 featured lot 1 bull from the 2022 SAV Sale. His 
phenomenal first 60 progeny and 12 maternal siblings are featured!

One-of-a-kind breeding piece and SAV headliner 
donor by Resource from the herd favorite Pathfinder, 
SAV Madame Pride 3145. Twelve maternal siblings 
are featured.

This powerful brood matron by America from the elite 
Pathfinder SAV Madame Pride 3145 is a full sister to 
the herdsires, SAV Anthem 0042 and SAV Glory Days 
1832. She has joined the SAV embryo program. Her 
son by Jesse James sells!

This proven Pathfinder and herd favorite is the current top income-producing cow in the SAV herd. She is in a 
league of her own for body type, femininity, fertility, feet and udder quality. She earned a weaning ratio of 107 on 
9 calves and an IMF ratio of 110 on 53 progeny scanned. Thirty daughters are employed in the SAV herd and 44 
progeny have highlighted past SAV sales, including the top-selling female in the 2022 SAV Sale and the 
featured lot 1 bulls in both the 2021 and 2022 SAV sales, SAV Anthem 0042 and SAV Glory Days 1832. She is 
also the dam of the $200,000 SAV Circuit Breaker 7136 and many more. Twelve progeny by America, Jesse 
James and Scale Crusher are featured as well as her vast influence.

SAV Madame Pride

SAV Madame Pride 1512

3145
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SAV Beefhouse 2109
BW 90 • 205 WT. 1078

SAV Madame Pride 5809

SAV Madame Pride 0120

SAV Madame Pride 5810 SAV Madame Pride 7025

SAV Good Ole Days 3123
BW 83 • 205 WT. 996

SAV Madame Pride 1600

This front-pasture donor by International x SAV 
Madame Pride 0075 has impeccable udder quality 
and walks with the best in the breed. She has ten 
daughters employed in the SAV herd and progeny 
featured in this event.

A full sister to SAV Anthem 0042 and 
SAV Glory Days 1832. Her progeny 
by Architect and Panther sell!

This tremendous 2-year old daughter of SAV Circuit Breaker 7136 x SAV 
Madame Pride 5809 demonstrates striking maternal quality and phenotypic 
excellence in every step she takes, representing the core principles of our 
breeding program. Her maternal siblings are featured.

He sells! This Glory Days x SAV Madame Pride 0272 is a cowman’s bull with 
thickness, volume, muscle and pure pounds. He earned a 205-day weight of 
996 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 114. His Rainfall x Resource x Net Worth dam is a 
model of efficiency.

This massive brood matron and sixth generation 
embryo donor by International x SAV Madame Pride 
0075 is a maternal sister to the $1.51 million SAV 
America 8018. Her progeny sell!

This one-of-a-kind brood matron by Charlo from the 
maternal matriarch SAV Madame Pride 0075 
represents the best in old-school foundation genetics. 
Three progeny by Magnify and Growth Fund sell!

He sells! This Architect x SAV Madame Pride 0120 has all the credentials of a major herd-improver. He is 
phenotypically and genetically outstanding with top performance, earning a 205-day weight of 1016 lbs. His 
highly productive 3-year old America dam out of the proven Pathfinder SAV Madame Pride 3145 is a full sister 
to the superstar herdsires, SAV Anthem 0042 and SAV Glory Days 1832.

SAV Archive 3006
BW 83 • 205 WT. 1016
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SAV Commodore 3126
BW 81 • 205 WT. 915

SAV Madame Pride 8487 SAV Conviction 3010
BW 74 • 205 WT. 929

SAV Courage 3003
BW 77 • 205 WT. 997

A dominating sire of true performance, ruggedness, 
substance and added dimension with huge scrotal. 
First daughters in production are maternal standouts. 
His progeny and maternal siblings are featured.

A red-carpet Rainfall daughter and eighth consecutive generation SAV embryo 
donor with striking maternal quality and superior production. She is the dam of 
the $50,000 SAV Smokehouse 2889 and many more. Her progeny sell!

They sell! Colossal x SAV Madame Pride 4407. Powerhouse flush brothers on 
the radar of the entire Angus world with dominating phenotype, superior 
conformation and versatile outcross options to lead the breed. Their Pathfinder 
dam is a herd treasure with 20 daughters retained and 52 progeny highlighting 
past SAV sales.

An esteemed sire of functional performance cattle 
with capacity, fleshing-ability and maternal 
productivity – highly sought after by real-world 
cattlemen. His progeny and influence are featured!

A proven calving-ease sire with muscle, maternal, 
moderation and superior foot quality. Featured at 
Select Sires AI Stud to continue the legacy of his 
industry-proven sire, Rainfall. His progeny sell!

An elite Pathfinder and 
herd treasure with an 
unmistakable maternal 
design. She records a 
weaning ratio of 104 on 8 
calves. 12 progeny sell.

He sells! Duke x SAV Madame Pride 4407. SAV Commodore 3126 is a unique and intriguing outcross 
calving-ease bull with length, muscle, soundness and style. He brings front-and-center a time-honored sire 
lineage proven for fertility, longevity and maternal value, blending it with the best of the Madame Pride maternal 
legacy. His Pathfinder dam by Resource x Density is a herd treasure with a stand-alone maternal design. She 
has 20 daughters retained in the SAV herd and 52 progeny highlighting past SAV sales, including the $100,000 
SAV Downpour 8794.

SAV Downpour 8794 SAV Renovation 6822 SAV Grand Canyon 0969

SAV Madame Pride 4407
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SAV Stars N Stripes 2043
BW 78 • 205 WT. 963

SAV Artic 3249
BW 81 • 205 WT. 979

SAV Madame Pride 8375

SAV Madame Pride 9851

SAV Madame Pride 9852 SAV Madame Pride 9853

SAV Throttle 2961 SAV Madame Pride 0563

Eighth generation SAV embryo donor by President 
from the elite Pathfinder, SAV Madame Pride 4407. 
She records a weaning ratio of 106 on 4 calves and is 
the dam of the $100,000 SAV Throttle 2961 and the 
$70,000 SAV Believe 2954. Ten progeny sell!

This solid-to-the-ground 
President x SAV 
Madame Pride 4407 
daughter records a 
weaning ratio of 107 on 3 
calves and should qualify 
as a Pathfinder.

The powerful and popular $100,000 top-selling Territory son from the 2023 SAV 
Sale to Voss Angus. His President dam, SAV Madame Pride 8375, serves as an 
eighth consecutive generation SAV embryo donor recording a weaning ratio of 
106 on 4 calves. His service and ten maternal siblings sell!

A world-class 3-year old Territory daughter with exquisite femininity, impeccable 
udder quality and maternal excellence. Her Pathfinder Resource x Density dam 
is a flush sister to the dam of Renovation. Her son by Magnify sells!

A maternal trendsetter with striking femininity and 
abundant milk from the predictable mating of 
President to the elite Pathfinder, SAV Madame Pride 
4407. Her son by Jesse James and twelve maternal 
siblings sell!

A real-world brood cow loaded with power, capacity 
and natural fleshing-ability from the mating of 
President to the elite Pathfinder, SAV Madame Pride 
4407. Twelve maternal siblings sell!

He sells! Architect x SAV Madame Pride 9851. SAV Arctic 3249 checks all the boxes of pedigree, phenotype, 
performance, maternal and cow power to be one of the highly sought after bulls of the 2024 sale season. He 
earned a 205-day weight of 979 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 112. His solid-to-the-ground dam by President records 
a weaning ratio of 107 on 3 calves. His Pathfinder grandam, SAV Madame Pride 4407, is a herd treasure with an 
unmistakable maternal design and top production record.
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SAV Madame Pride 8565 SAV Madame Pride 0134 SAV Madame Pride 9964

32563256

An eighth generation SAV embryo donor from the 
predictable mating of President to the powerhouse 
Pathfinder, SAV Madame Pride 3256. She records a 
weaning ratio of 106 on 2 calves. Six progeny sell!

A magnificent maternal matron and sixth generation SAV embryo donor by 
Pioneer from SAV Madame Pride 0075. This maternal sister to the $1.51 million 
America has assembled a tremendous production record. Ten progeny by 
Charlo and Renovation sell.

This phenomenal Pathfinder by Bismarck records a weaning ratio of 105 on 9 
calves and has eleven daughters working in the SAV herd and 60 progeny 
highlighting past SAV sales. She is the dam of the $260,000 SAV Ten Speed 
3022 at Genex AI Stud. Four progeny by America and Downpour sell.

A high efficiency model cow by Charlo with 
moderation, muscle and maternal. She is a maternal 
sister to the $40,000 SAV Supreme Court 8800. Her 
daughter by Certified and maternal sister by Jesse 
James sell!

A gorgeous, wedge-shaped, heavy-milking 3-year old 
daughter of Renovation recording a weaning ratio of 
106 on two calves. Her President x Resource x 
Pioneer dam comes from seven consecutive 
generations of SAV embryo donors. Her Glory Days 
son is featured.

This powerhouse Pathfinder and performance trait-leader by Resource is a seventh generation SAV embryo 
donor with maternal dominance. She has an arsenal of 30 daughters rising to the top of the SAV herd and 
103  direct progeny highlighting past SAV sales. She records a weaning ratio of 104 on 7 calves. Her 
progeny and influence are represented in this event.

SAV Madame Pride 0412 SAV Madame Pride 1134

SAV Madame Pride 9967

Eighth consecutive generation SAV embryo donor from 
the mating of President to the powerhouse Pathfinder 
SAV Madame Pride 3256. Seven daughters are 
retained and 20 progeny highlighted past SAV sales.

SAV Madame PrideSAV Madame Pride
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SAV Abigale 7152 SAV Rosetta 5171

A proven Pathfinder and fourth generation SAV 
embryo donor by Density with impeccable udder 
quality and soaring maternal values. Six progeny by 
Glory Days and America sell!

A proven, prolific Pathfinder and maternal masterpiece with picturesque phenotype, high-level milk 
production and a stellar production record. This iconic Harvestor x Bismarck matron has eight daughters 
employed in the SAV herd and 84 progeny highlighting past SAV sales to cattlemen in 20 states and Canada. 
Her progeny include the $150,000 SAV Renaissance 2551 and the dam of the $170,000 SAV Reputation 
2214. Eight progeny by Anthem, Landmark, Traveler 004 and Scale Crusher sell!

An Abigale centerpiece and headliner SAV donor on the fast track to stardom. 
This super-fronted, picturesque Resource daughter is a front-pasture favorite with 
glorious udder quality and perfect feet. She was featured on the front cover of the 
2023 SAV sale book. Four progeny by Glory Days and Scale Crusher sell!

This maternally-superior Pathfinder and remarkable producer by Renown records 
a weaning ratio of 108 on 7 calves. She is the dam of the $50,000 SAV 
Countdown 1885, as well as the heaviest 205-day weight bull in the 2021 SAV 
Sale. Her Pathfinder dam by Density records a weaning ratio of 108 on 10 
calves. Three progeny by Certified and Scale Crusher sell!

This powerful brood matron by President records a 
weaning ratio of 111 on 3 calves and should qualify as 
a Pathfinder. Her Rito 9969 dam is the top-selling cow 
from the 2018 SAV Sale. Her progeny sell!

A stunning Seedstock daughter with front-pasture 
phenotype and world-class udder quality. Her 
International x Rito 9969 dam is a maternal sister to 
SAV Bonanza 9586. Her America son sells!

SAV Madame Pride 5338

Proven Pathfinder by Density with a weaning ratio of 
104 on 7 calves. Her son by Certified sells!

SAV Elba 5355 SAV Elba 8433 SAV Elba 9815

3045SAV Madame Pride
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SAV Blackcap May 7132 SAV Blackcap May 0591 SAV Blackcap May 4593

One of the most popular and widely-used sires in the 
Angus breed with unmatched length, muscle, power 
and presence. His progeny and 23 maternal siblings 
sell!

SAV Blackcap May 9807 SAV Blackcap May 0582

This 14-year old Pathfinder by Net Worth records a 
weaning ratio of 105 on 13 calves and is a staple of 
our program for fertility, longevity and maternal 
productivity. She is a maternal sister to Density and 
Providence. Her progeny by Rainfall and Jesse 
James sell!

This maternal beauty and next generation headliner in the SAV embryo program 
records a weaning ratio of 105 on 3 calves and should qualify as a Pathfinder in 
the tradition of her dam, SAV Blackcap May 1808. She is a full sister to SAV 
Rainwater 9120 featured at ST Genetics AI Stud. 23 maternal siblings are 
featured.

A performance and maternal trendsetter by America from the powerhouse 
Pathfinder, SAV Blackcap May 1808. She records a weaning ratio of 110 on her 
first two calves, earning a fast-pass to the SAV embryo program. Her son by 
Magnum is a special sale feature!

This remarkable 3-year old Renovation daughter out 
of the powerhouse Pathfinder SAV Blackcap May 
1808 is a flush sister to the herdsires, SAV John 
Wayne 0862 and SAV Roy Rogers 0863. Her son by 
Grand Canyon as well as 23 maternal siblings sell!

This powerhouse producer is the dam of the $60,000 
SAV Renew 8132 at ST Genetics AI Stud. She 
records a weaning ratio of 104 on 8 calves. Seven 
progeny by Glory Days, Certified and Jesse James 
are featured!

This proven and prolific Pathfinder by Net Worth is a pinnacle of performance and maternal value, earning a 
weaning ratio of 108 on ten calves. She has 23 daughters employed in the SAV herd and 126 progeny have 
tallied $1.8 million in past SAV sales to cowmen in 19 states, Canada and Brazil. Her sons include North Face, 
Double Wide, Engage, John Wayne, Roy Rogers, Township, Threshold, Missouri River, America First, Renewal, 
Rainwater, Black Diamond and more. 23 direct progeny by Anthem, Checkmate, Renovation, Rainfall and 
Scale Crusher will highlight the 2024 SAV Sale!

SAV Double Wide 0861

1808SAV Blackcap May

Her son
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SAV Blackcap May 0626 SAV Blackcap May 0629 SAV Blackcap May 0636

SAV Blackcap May 7831 SAV Early Arrival 0903

An angular, wedge-shaped flush sister to the 
$230,000 SAV Early Arrival 0903 and the $40,000 
SAV Capitol 0905. Her dam is the maternal 
centerpiece, SAV Blackcap May 3525. Her son by 
Certified and 18 maternal siblings are featured.

This powerhouse producer with unparalleled dimension is a one-of-a-kind flush 
sister to the $160,000 SAV Quarterback 1933 at Genex AI Stud. She serves in 
the SAV embryo program. Her daughter by Duke and 18 maternal siblings are 
featured.

A highly proven and widely-used calving-ease specialist with curvebending 
growth, maternal and carcass excellence. He is the $230,000 second top-selling 
bull from the 2021 SAV Sale and weighs 2640 lbs. in mature form. 22 direct 
progeny and 18 maternal siblings are featured!

This next step, new generation SAV embryo donor is 
an outstanding outcross curvebender and flush sister 
to the $230,000 SAV Early Arrival 0903. Her dam, 
SAV Blackcap May 3525, is the current second top 
income-producing cow in the SAV herd. Her son by 
Architect is a sale feature.

This bombshell 3-year old America daughter from 
SAV Blackcap May 3525 is a new generation SAV 
donor earning a weaning ratio of 115 on her first two 
calves. She is the dam of the $24,000 SAV 
Endurance 2189. Her son by Magnum is a sale 
feature.

A world-renowned, highly proven sire selected by 
Genex AI Stud and partners as a $160,000 feature of 
the 2018 SAV Sale where he was the top-performing 
bull. His progeny and 18 maternal siblings are 
featured!

A maternal centerpiece universally regarded as the single greatest daughter of Final Answer. She is the dam 
of the $160,000 SAV Quarterback 7933 and the $230,000 SAV Early Arrival 0903 and many more. She takes 
honors as the second top income-producing cow among all current dams at SAV, generating $1.2 million on 
66 progeny in past SAV sales and has 21 daughters employed in the SAV herd. She records a weaning ratio 
of 103 on 8 calves and a ribeye ratio of 105 on 56 progeny scanned. Her son, SAV Arithmetic 3204, is a 
potential sale-topper recording the heaviest 205-day weight of the entire 2023 calfcrop at 1101 lbs. Eighteen 
direct progeny are featured in this event!

SAV Quarterback 7933

3525SAV Blackcap May 

Her son
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SAV Blackcap May 1613 SAV Blackcap May 9881 SAV Blackcap May 8427

SAV Blackcap May 8336

SAV Panther 1906 SAV Magnify 1107

This phenomenal 2-year old is a flush sister to the 
$350,000 SAV Panther 1906 and the $45,000 SAV 
Bronco 1904. She earned a weaning ratio of 105 on 
her first calf. Her full brother and son by Duke are 
featured!

The $350,000 top-selling bull from the 2022 SAV Sale to Voss Angus. This 
genetically and phenotypically outstanding son of Quarterback from SAV 
Blackcap May 6644 offers a curvebending  genetic profile. His first calfcrop have 
high approval ratings for consistency, quality and phenotypic appeal. The 2024 
SAV Sale features his exciting first offering as well as 17 full and maternal 
siblings!

The heaviest 205-day weight and $200,000 second lead-off bull from the 2022 
SAV Sale. He is a dominating performance force with incredible length, 
thickness, muscle and pounds. He earned a 205-day weight of 1103 lbs., a 
365-day weight of 1717 lbs. and a 365-day ribeye of 17.6 inches. He is data 
driven with top percentile EPDs for WW, YW, carcass weight and milk. His 
phenomenal first calfcrop is featured!

This extra feminine, highly productive, herd champion 
takes honors as the #1 weaning and #3 yearling 
weight EPD cow in the SAV herd. She records a 
weaning ratio of 106 on 3 calves. She is a full sister to 
the $350,000 SAV Panther 1906. Her son by Jesse 
James sells!

This beautiful herd matron by Sensation offers the 
best in foundation maternal genetics. Her Charlo dam 
is a daughter of the prolific Pathfinder, SAV May 
2397. Her son by Certified sells!

Fantastic full sister to President, Rainfall, Raindance 
and Governor. She sells safe to Throttle along with her 
son by Bloodline!

This superstar donor is a one-of-a-kind flush sister to the world-record-selling flush of bulls that include 
President, Rainfall, Raindance and Governor. She is the dam of SAV Panther 1906, the $350,000 top selling bull 
of the 2022 SAV Sale. She has 23 daughters employed in the SAV herd and 145 progeny have tallied $1.97 
million in past SAV sales to cowmen in 23 states, Canada and Mexico. The 2024 SAV Sale will feature her full 
sister and 17 direct progeny sired by Anthem, Bloodline, Cattlemaster, Quarterback and Scale Crusher!

6644SAV Blackcap May 

Her full sister
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SAV Aptitude 3101
BW 80 • 205 WT. 977

SAV Blackcap May 1416

This breed treasure with ideal body type and top 
production hails from the same historic flush that 
produced the legendary Pathfinder Sire, Resource. 
Twenty daughters are retained in the SAV herd and 
52 progeny highlighted past SAV sales. Seven 
progeny by Early Arrival sell!

He sells! Anthem x SAV Blackcap May 4503. A performance headliner with 
length, volume, muscle and pounds – the kind that will add value to every calf 
he sires. He earned a 205-day weight of 977 lbs. for a weaning ratio of 112. His 
dam records a weaning ratio of 106 on 8 calves and is a full sister to Resource, 
Renown and Recharge.

This breed icon and front-pasture donor is a lead member of the same historic 
flush that produced the legendary Pathfinder Sire, Resource. She has generated 
$1.5 million on 72 progeny highlighting past SAV sales, including the herdsires 
Scale House, Scale Force, Ease, Expertise, Constitution, Big Game and more. 
The 2024 SAV Sale features 24 progeny by Anthem, Panther, Downpour, Glory 
Days, Jesse James and Scale Crusher!

This proven calving-ease sire offers curvebending 
performance, outlier muscle shape and stands on 
perfect feet. He is a flush brother to the $275,000 
SAV Scale House 0845. This sale features his 
progeny along with 24 full and maternal siblings!

The $275,000 top-selling bull from the 2021 SAV Sale 
to Voss Angus. He sires scale-crushing performance 
with massive volume and added dimension. The 2024 
SAV Sale features 24 full and maternal siblings!

This phenomenal full sister to Resource, Renown and Recharge is the front-pasture kind with a majestic maternal design and proven production record to run with the 
best in the breed. She balances a birth ratio of 97 with a weaning ratio of 105 on 8 calves and a ribeye ratio of 103 on 56 progeny scanned. She has 19 daughters 
retained in the SAV herd and 64 progeny averaging $10,437 in past SAV sales to cowmen in 20 states, Canada and Argentina. A son is featured at Alta Genetics and 
another was the heaviest yearling weight bull in the 2022 SAV Sale. The 2024 SAV Sale features 28 direct progeny by Glory Days, Magnum, Architect, Duke, Encore 
and Scale Crusher!

SAV Blackcap May 1443 SAV Ease 0840 SAV Scale House 0845

3501SAV Blackcap May3501SAV Blackcap May
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SAV Ambition 3024
BW 74 • 205 WT. 915

SAV Blackcap May 4574 SAV Blackcap May 0653

SAV Blackcap May 7348

SAV Blackcap May 6673

This productive brood matron and herdsire-producer 
is the lead-off and top-selling cow from the 2022 SAV 
Sale where she was featured on the front cover. This 
remarkable Resource daughter is a full sister to the 
$180,000 SAV Regard 4863 at Genex. Eleven 
progeny by Anthem, Colossal and Scale Crusher sell!

This tremendous 3-year-old Scale Crusher daughter 
out of SAV Blackcap May 4574 is a flush sister to the 
$45,000 SAV Crush 0935 and the popular SAV Big 
Rig 0934. She records a weaning ratio of 104 on her 
first two calves. Her son by Jesse James and eleven 
maternal siblings sell!

This beautiful, perfect-uddered, SAV headliner donor 
records a weaning ratio of 105 on 6 calves. She is the 
dam of the $45,000 SAV Salute 0080 at Brookhill 
Angus. Four outstanding progeny by Architect will 
highlight this event.

Reference: Pathfinder®

Cowherd you Believe in...Cowherd you Believe in...The

Genetically enhanced with...  •  Maternal traits  •  Udder quality  •  Femininity  •  Angus breed character
• Structural soundness  •  Body capacity  •  Fleshing-ease  •  Fertility  •  Longevity  •  Disposition

  ...proven in production ability – weaning heavy calves year after year

Sale book by request: 701-445-7465
www.schaffangusvalley.com

He sells! Anthem x SAV Blackcap May 7348. SAV Ambition 3024 will be a major factor of the 2024 SAV Sale. 
He presents authentic Angus breed character and herd-changing type with thickness, muscle shape and 
stoutness in a fault-free package – always a favorite of visitors to the ranch. His powerhouse Pathfinder dam 
records a weaning ratio of 105 on 5 calves and is unmatched for volume, base-width and total dimension. His 
iconic Pathfinder grandam, SAV Blackcap May 5530, is among the most influential cows in the history of the 
SAV program and dam of the herdsires Priority, Brand Name, Regard, Cutting Edge and many more.

This proven second generation Pathfinder dominates 
the turf she walks on and records a weaning ratio of 
105 on 5 calves. Her son by Anthem is a special sale 
headliner!
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